
To The Editor 

This Letter to the Editor is in response to an article written in the Friday September 4th  

Edition of The News Reporter entitled, Sheriff Needs to Rein in Threats and Rhetoric.  

Sheriff Greene has been our sheriff now for three years after a long and strenuous 

campaign of which should have been ‘not so long and strenuous.’ It was a close race and 

the opposing side fought strenuously to not give up the ghost.  Our first Republican 

sheriff in this county marked a change in the political breeze blowing in Columbus.  

Tempers flared as hard work tends to keep one on his/her feet and Sheriff Greene is a 

fighter; in my humble opinion a positive trait for a good sheriff as so far, he has proven to 

be.  Is he the only elected official that has spoken up concerning public opinion? I think 

not and I will elaborate. 

A few years ago, I was involved in another political activist group in this county, and 

every commissioner’s meeting we were there.  I will not name the sheriff, but he also was 

wanting more money for his department.  An individual with me asked a question 

concerning the deputies driving their patrol cars to the meeting burning county gas.  In 

just a few days I received a rather to the point letter from the sheriff and I still have the 

letter.  It happens folks, it’s human nature when you take your job seriously to stand your 

ground and in a county historically Democrat it is easy for remarks made to be analyzed 

and responded to as required at the time.  I realize it’s easy to step on toes and something 

be taken wrong also, in fact just last week one of The News Reporter’s new reporters 

upset a lot of people in the county talking about our dialect here, and I’m sure this person 



meant absolutely nothing by it, but perception is everything.  Something else is the 

ruckus that was made over a decal on ‘free equipment’ the sheriff got last year as he’s 

trying to prepare our sheriff’s department to protect our citizens in Columbus County and 

provide his deputies with the all the protection he can provide.  The ‘decal’ should be the 

least of our worries.  Rhetoric goes both ways. 

The sheriff and his department are doing a good job, it is time the county looks at some 

priorities and gets on the same page.  Nothing frustrates one more than someone not 

helping but throwing logs under your feet when are trying to do what’s right for the 

county.  Everyone wants a safe place to live and that is what the Sheriff Department helps 

to provide.  I say let us quit majoring on the minor and work together. 


